ENGLISH WATER POLO REVI ED

Coach Kiefer Makes Another Attempt to Bring the Foreign Game Into Popular Favor.

Now that the swimming intercollegiate meet at East Orange is finishing, Coach Kiefer is turning his attention to the development of American water polo, and a branch of aquatic sport was inaugu-
ated at Pennsylvania to further its development. There are many of the swimming clubs all over the country are places of the American game. Many of the col-
leges, for some reason, refused to consid-
er the change, and he has with the hope of reviving the game or at least doing something from falling back that Coach Kiefer is introducing it again this year. It will be put to its true trial of the season with the Cornell meet next Friday March 12th when the Red and Blue team will play the. All American Team of the Army Club. English water polo differs from the American game in the sense that the former does not have back swimming, and the players are not allowed to swim. The English rules call for a much larger field, and the game is won by a majority and not by a point. The English game is not so exciting as the American one.

A large number of men are out for the water polo teams this year, and a majority of the regular polo team will be brought into the line, in this meet and the new team, Manager Bennet is arranging a schedule with various clubs to enable the players to get to New York later in the month.

The American water polo and polo teams will play an exhibition at the Atlantic Club next Saturday afternoon, March 12th, at 2:30 o'clock at the Atlantic Club. The Baltimore meet, on March 15th, will be followed by a 100-yard relays and a 10 yard breast stroke race.

SOCCKET TEAM DROPS A GAME.

Railroad Men Compel Red and Blue to Bow to Them.

In a friendly soccer match at Tacer on Thursday last, the railroad men and Reading Athletic Association defeated the Blue and White of the freshman team by the score of 3 goals to 1. Neither side was represented by its strongest squad.

A railroad man was far superior in that of the other team. Reil, who had a clear view of the situation in the first half, was the one of two goals and kept his opponents from scoring any. In the second half the game was closer, each team hav-
ing to fight hard for its single tally.

Horner, at goal, played an excellent game for the Pennsylvania team, as did Crook-
seth and from, at center half and for-
ward. The lineup follows:

P. & R.: Crookseth, Brown, colossal, Horner, Wright, Horner, W. J., Anderson, M. Anderson, left full, Nate Smith, right half, W. I. Proctor, center half, D. Davidson, inside right, Irving L. Lapaloz center forward, T. Feny, R. Lapaloz, inside left, Ribby Ander,
son, left wing, A. B. Anderson, right wing, Surtees, Toomey, Tylor. Scores of 0 and 0 at half time.

Relay Races at the Stadium.

No Baseball Practice Saturday.

Due to the poor weather condition the baseball team were forced to cancel their practice at the Stadium. They were awarded no drill at all and only four Varsity baseball squad held outdoor practice on Saturday. The work was done in the gym and the players were put up in mind. The time of the race was 7 minutes 160 yards.

WATER POLO. Two-Mile Team Defeated.

Yale Quartet Outshines Hitherto Unbeatennes Red and Blue Flyers.

At the Columbia playground, field, Saturday night in Manhattan, the Columbia and New York City, Pennsylvania carried off the prize in water polo. The Columbia quartet finished next to the leaders in their event, a mile Bagnall, in 8 minutes 26 seconds, jump came in second to F. B. Kroech-
ler of the St. George quartet who defeated him on a handicap. It was only after the Columbia men were in the twofold intercollegiate scratch race, championship class, that the Yale runners succeeded in defeating the fast Red and Blue team. Prior to this meet Pennsylvania's twosome re-
lay defeated Yale on two occasions and had easily outdistanced Cornell in the Washington Indoor games, a week ago. M. Kirkman was the "whistle man" for Old El, ran his half mile in the time of 1 minute 34 seconds. The Red and Blue men finished a good second and Cornell was third. The time of the mile was 5 minutes 54.1 seconds. Burdick, from the Penn line up, was instrumental in making the big showing in the high jump, clearing the bar at 6 feet, 6 inches. His jumping won only made a move of 4 feet 6 inches, but won out on his handicap of 5 inches. Among the other intercollegiate events of the meet were the mile intercolle-
giate relay, in which Syracuse University finished first, and the miler mile for which seven teams were interested. The latter race was run in the Kiviat, of the Ithaca Athletic Club, time 4 minutes 22.1 seconds.

SOCCKET Practice.

Soccer practice today at 1 P. M. at H. J. Marks, Manager.

Junior Class Meeting.

Junior Class meeting in Room 205, College Hall, tomorrow at 1 P. M.

JUNIORS TO MAKE MERRY.

All Preparations Are Complete for Banquet Which Promises to Be Brilliant Function.

On Wednesday of this week, at 7:36 P. M., the Hotel Majestic, at Nineteenth and Girard avenue, will be the scene of the annual banquet of the class of 1911. The Junior says that it is to be the biggest, grandest and in every con-
venient way the most remarkable "feed" ever given since the institution of eating became popular, as event which transcends at a time when Banquet not the memory of man. The six hundred men have been working ener-
getically to make their promises good, and all arrangements are com-
plete. The large banquet hall of the Majestic, easily capable of seating comfortably the entire class, will be brilliantly decorated with gasolier arrange-
ments of electric lights and sprays of green. Music will be fur-
nished by members of the Ithaca Orchestra. The programs have been so arranged that they may be made fit-
ting concerts.

A large number of tickets have al-
ready been disposed of. There was no ticket obtained in Box 21 at 1 P. M. today, from 1 to 3, or from any mem-
er of the committee.

In addition to the scheduled list of speakers, several members of the class will probably be called upon to make some remarks. Prominent V. F. Taylor for a few exten-
sive and pronounced remarks. The route has been selected as follows:

ball." P. J. Kennedy, "Track.
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University Text-Books

Both New and Second-Hand
For All Departments
To Be Had at
McClevey's Book-Store
323 Arch Street

THE COMMONWEALTH TITLE
Insurance and Trust Company
Capital and Surplus, $1,010,000

191 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia

W. B. Magusland & Son
Electrical Contractors
Leconsmith and Bell Hanging
3617 Market Street
Renovator: West 48 & 53 Blvd: Pittsburgh 1907

THE TYPEWRITER EXCHANGE
620 Walnut Street, Phila., Pa.

TYPWRITERS RENT, SELL, REPAIR & EXCHANGE
Special rates to students. All makes on hand and in stock. A liberal rental
allowance made if you desire to purchase.

DOUBLE BILL NEXT SATURDAY

"Daughter of the Regiment" and "Cavalleria" for Students This Week.
"Louis" Was Well Sung.

"Louis," on Saturday night, with Mary Garden as the great attraction, drew an audience that completely filled the Opera House, and the performance came fully up to the expectations. Deburin sang the part of the Father with hearty relish, and in the last act expressed the整个 tragedy of the situation with touching perfection. Doria was sufficiently supplemented by the young wife and mother. The two loves, Louise and Valentine, sang by Miss Garden and Deburin, although not so excellently done as they have been heard on previous occasions, were in every way satisfactory. Over six hundred student reductions were used.

Next Saturday night, the last but one of the opera season, the bill includes "The Daughter of the Regiment," and "Cavalleria Rusticana," of which the latter was heard by the students earlier in the season. "The Daughter of the Regiment," one of Donizetti's sparkling musical comedies, is in no example of the success. It is the Italian music with comedy, while his mirth fell completely to serve the purpose of the tragedy. "Cavalleria" is by Mascagni, one of the members of the newly risen Italian school, which has been made familiar to Americans through his work and that of Leoncavallo in "Pagliacci."

Owing to the fact that both of these operas have already been the subjects of recitals in The Pennsylvania series, the benefit recital next Thursday will be "Panz," which is to be held on Saturday afternoon for the last time this season. There are several excellent pianists who records from "Panz," and violin and piano selections will add variety to the musical program.

LECTURES ON IMPULSE.

Dr. Holmes Delivers Second Address
Of Series on Character and Conduct.

Prior to the regular Sunday services in Boston Hall yesterday morning, Dr. Arthur Holmes, of the Psychology Department, gave the second of his series of Sunday morning addresses on "Character and Conduct." The earlier efforts were "Imagery and Habit."

"A boy's character is not fixed at any one time," said Dr. Holmes, "but it passes through different stages. In the early period, the barbare stock, he can imagine every stone a soldier or ever everything a bear. Then we say that he is in boyhood. But, children don't play. They work, seriously, at what we call play. Then, there comes a no

FULL DRESS SUITS

If it is conceded that we must dress suits less than any other firm in the city—a fact of which we are justly proud—and we mean to retain that honor by the same means that we won: hard work, quality, price, style and several other things.

If at $35, $40, $45 and $50 they are much better than you usually get at these prices; at $55, $60 and $65 they will equal the high-priced tailors' suits justly

A Week End Visit or a Longer Stay may be both beneficial and enjoyable Here, health and pleasure are awaiting you.

We are the recognized Headquarters for Colleges, Literati and Professional. You are cordially invited to make us a visit. Write for our special College rates.

THE PENNSYLVANIAN.
PLEA FOR BIBLE STUDY


Rev. G. A. Johnston Ross, pastor of the Hyn Nancy Presbyterian Church and well-known as one of the prominent leaders of the Northfield Student Conference for several years, was the speaker at the Sunday morning services in Houston Hall yesterday.

In line with the recently inaugu-
rated Bible study movement in the University, Rev. Ross took for the subject of his address, 'The Value of Scriptural Study.' In part he said: "I have been forty years in the min-
istry, and my experience of life does not allow me to say anything but good of Bible study. The difficulty of ob-
scuring some parts of the Hebrew Scriptures are often offered as ob-
jections to their study, and it is true that many of the scriptural thoughts are available in hundreds of other easer read books. But, in all my readings in literature I have never elsewhere found the idea of sin, as I know it, so well expressed as in the Bible.

The Characters of the Scriptures are the foremost war songs, prayed the most exalted prayers and received the most costly poetry. In the Bible we find a mirror of life and there we also have the saint, the character who is not elsewhere to be found. A man cannot study the Bible without being strengthened and made firmer in purpose. We find crime and vice mentioned in other literatures, but sin is exclusively a Bible idea. And then we need this beautiful idea—oppon-
ence and redemption. It is surely worth work while for one to lend himself to the study of the Bible and feel the bond of faith." A selection by the University Quartet and a duet by Mr. Smith and Mr. Rick marked the program.

The speaker next Sunday will be the Rev. John David Adams, of East Orange, N. J., a favorite speaker at student gatherings.

LAW STUDENTS PLAN TO ORATE

Emory Lawyers Will Compete for Forensic Honors on April 17

Friday evening, April 17, will mark a very important and interesting occasion in the Law School record, for on that evening the Law School annual contest is to take place in Price Hall, and the prizes in prize will be awarded, $15 going to the first orator, $10 to the second and $5 to the third best. These prizes are made possible through contributions from the Law Alumni of the University. The orators may place a fourth man as worthy of receiving honorable men-

Three judges, who will be either judges or members of the bar, will be selected by Dean Lewis.

There are to be ten contestants, each speaking on one of the following ten subjects of law: Crimes, Con-
stitutional Law, Evidence, Con-
stitutional Law, Property, Associa-
tion, Bills, and Orders and Courts. The speeches must be at least five minutes in length and not over ten minutes.

In case more than ten student speak-
ing the duration of competing a preliminary contest will be held in Price Hall on March 14, as which the number will be cut down to ten. Choice of subject is optional in this prelimi-
nary contest.

Knowledge of the law and the force-
fulness of its presentation will count equally in the awarding of prizes in the final contest.

Loot—a wallet lost Friday at noon. Finder please return to Pennsylvania Ave.

W. H. Ebock & Sons

have always owned the most popular tailors for Pennsylvania students, be-
cause they have the 'young man idea,' because the prices are moderate and because they allow the student 10 per cent.

ARCHIE COFFIN, 26c. a Pair

SILK GARTERS

at 3 for $1.00

MEXICAN BLANKETS

The Newest Thing for your College Dorm, Den, Library or ManEEre, Fit the Crib, Couch Cover, Palace and Wall Decoration.

SILK GARTERS

Suit your own color to the Bare, Black, or any Combination of Colors. Prices, 25c, 60c, 75c.

KIRK'S

The only proper Thing for a Boy's or Girl's Winter Wear.

NECK TIES

Price, 50c.

SILK SCARFS

The most beautiful knits ever offered to schools or colleges. Make a fine color suit out of them. Price, $1.00.

O'CONNOR, Bahr, at any

 الساعة CLOTHING

THE NORMANDIE

GRILL ROOM

MEETING PLACE FOR UNIVERSITY MEN

BELL TELEPHONE, Filbert 4140

C. Williams & Sons

CHAIRS, TABLES AND CANOPIES TO HIRE

235 South 12th Street

Philadelphia

Mexico, Indian Blankets

THE NEWEST THING FOR YOUR COLLEGE DORM, DEN, LIBRARY OR MANEEEE, FIT THE CRIB, COUCH COVER, PALACE AND WALL DECORATION.

MEXICAN BLANKET CO., 1659 WOODLAND AVENUE

Prices, $1.00 Multitudes, $3.00.

AGUAL CANCIALI'S.

MEXICO.

FRIDAY'S SHOE SHINE PARLOR

PAPERS AND MAGAZINES OF ALL KINDS

1121 Chestnut Street

Philadelphia
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